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COMMUNITY UPDATE
Families, we have been learning about Growth Mindset as a way to
write thoughtful, meaningful goals. On the photo to the left, I am
hoping that you can see the responses that your children wrote to
questions about being successful, smart, and talented. Their
responses were written at the very beginning of our study, and I
cannot help but celebrate what they wrote!
So far, they are learning that we all begin somewhere and that we
can set goals for ourselves to help us get to where we would like to
end up. More importantly, they are learning that people are not
born smart and that there is NOT one way to define it. They are
learning through famous people (people they hear a lot about and
admire) that it takes setting goals, followed by hard work,
dedication, passion, interest, grit, determination, and believing in
oneself in order to be the “smart” and reach success that one strives
to have.
They are watching videos and reading books in order to gain a

sense of what it looks like to have a growth mindset.

STUDENT WORK & HOMEWORK

Families, thank you so much for your participation in reading your children’s journals these past
three weeks. I know how busy weekends can become, so thank you for fitting in the extra work. I
have some math work going home inside the Communication Folders for you to review and to keep.
There is a multiplication assessment in there. It’s front to back, two- sided.

In reading:

* Independent reading time- They had a great week of
reading. It was good to see that many readers realized book
choices needed to be changed and made more responsible
choices. During conferences, I have been helping readers
explore different authors and different series that they had not
been aware of. We have been making book lists in the backs
of reading journals. That way readers can refer to these lists
when getting new books.
* Choosing Books Reading Response: For this reading
response, I asked our readers to reflect about the steps they
take to choose books in third grade. After having read their
responses, it is clear that many readers are excited to have
freedom to choose their own books, but they’re also feeling
challenged with previewing and filling out IPICK charts.
This is absolutely typical, and I’m so excited to learn that
they can share and be honest in how their learning feels. I
will certainly continue to help them throughout this
process.
* Reading with fluency and Expression: We began the week
with small guided reading fluency groups where readers
received strategies to increase and support fluency and
expression. Using the same text, we pointed out how to
scoop up phrases, and how to change our voices for
different punctuations and character tone and voice. They
all have a punctuation recourse in the backs of their
reading journals to refer to.
* “Fake” Reading & “Real” Reading: We are now beginning
our study of the different comprehension strategies with
metacognition. In the later part of the week, readers
learned that “fake” reading means a reader reads text
super fluently, sounding like a really good reader; however
the reader’s thinking is either non- existent or it has
nothing to do with the text. It can also mean that readers
may be misinterpreting the text and not aware that that is
happening. They will continue to work with this in the
upcoming weeks.
* In Writing:
* Word Study: 3C continued to practice the spelling
patterns used for long-i words by working on the activities
in their packets. They are not done yet. They also took
their first individualized spelling tests. For these, they are
partnered up with a “spelling buddy”. A new list will go
home on November 5 (not this coming Monday).
* Narrative Writing Prompt and Assessment: Soon, our
kiddos will be starting a narrative writing unit. Before
hand, I give a pre- assessment which is a narrative writing
prompt so that they can show what they can do before the
unit begins. I will share how they did on this during report

card conferences. They will be using these to help make
writing goals.
* Magic Cape: Because we finished our chapter read aloud
book, Stuart Goes to School, we worked on a culminating
project to share our learning and thinking about the book.
For part of this project, 3C’s writers are designing a magical
cape. For the writing portion, they are writing about their
magical capes.
* Goal- Setting & Growth Mindset: We are working on our
goals during our writers workshops.
* In Math:
*Number Corner: We worked on an angle sort where we had
to sort shapes by the number of right angles they did or did
not have. I posted pictures of these on the blog.
*Multiplication: They participated in listening to a book about
multiplication. Each page in the book gave a multiplication
story problem and an equation that matched the pictures on
the book’s pages. Because they are still fuzzy on writing story
problems to match equations, this book was read to help
improve their understanding. They also played a new
multiplication game where they had to spin and then draw
equal groups and write equations to match their pictures.
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GET OUT
YOUR
CALENDARS
November 1- Goal Shares AND
this is picture re-take day. I
have been asked to let you
know that your child must bring
the original photo on this day in
order for the retake to take
place.
November 9- Early Release at
noon.
November 12- Holiday, no
school
November 19- Field trip to
Strawbery Banke Museum

BLOG:
mrscoronato.edublogs.org

* Addition & Subtraction Strategies for Larger Numbers:
They continued to work with me on using a subtraction
strategy and then got some practice with it by solving
some problems on their own.

I have posted photos of the
imaginary creature
paintings. There are also
pictures from math
workshop.

* Word Problems: They solved some subtraction, addition
and multiplication multi- step word problems.

Read Aloud Books:

* In Science:
* Climate: Their maps of the climate zones around the world
are now complete!! They used them this week in order to
identify patterns and to make observations about the
different climate zones in the world. For example, they
identified places in the world that are hot all year and that
are cold all year. They will be finishing this portion of our
weather study on Monday and moving into the final
section before working on a hands- on project.
* In Open Circle: We finished up our first unit. You’ll find
your child’s reflection inside the Communication Folder.
Ms. Vas did a lesson on strategies for calm breathing.

Punctuation Takes a Vacation
Science, No Fair! This is our
new chapter book read
aloud. It’s from a series
called Project Droid.
Balloons Over Broadway!
Multiply on the Fly
EXTRAS:
I hope you know how PAL
has been scheduling times
for parents to get
fingerprinting done at the
school in order to make the
volunteering process, like
chaperoning on field trips,
easier.

